Abstract-Temporal information processing in the range of tens to hundreds of milliseconds is critical in many forms of sensory and motor tasks. However, little has been known about the neural mechanisms of temporal information processing. In the present study, we explore the possible roles of electrical synapses in processing the duration information of external stimuli in the neural system by constructing neural networks. Our results suggest that neural networks with electrical synapses functioning together with chemical synapses can effectively work for the temporal-to-spatial transformation of neuronal activities, and the spatially distributed sequential neural activities can potentially represent temporal information. Index Terms-model, neural network, electrical synapse, duration, temporal information processing.
I. INTRODUCTION
Biological neural systems are endowed with the ability to process temporal information given the inherent temporal nature of sensory environments and motor tasks. Temporal information processing in the neural system can be roughly categorized into four different time scales: microseconds, milliseconds, seconds and circadian rhythm, which serve for different physiological functions and rely on different neural mechanisms. The process within the scale of millisecond is perhaps the most sophisticated and the least well understood one among these categories. Behavioral tasks with temporal information processing falling within this scale include speech discrimination in the auditory system, motion information processing in the visual systems, and movement coordination in the motor system [1] , [2] , [3] Physiological observations indicate that neurons in the sensory levels do not respond selectively to the temporal properties of external stimuli. Temporal information is thus suggested to be contained in the temporal structures of neuronal activities in the sensory leyer. On the other hand, neurons which show selective response to specific temporal properties, especially the duration content, have been reported in the cortex of many species [4] , [5] , [6] , [7] , [8] . Temporal information is therefore suggested to be transformed into the spatially distributed neuronal activities in the cortex and neural mechanisms which contribute to the temporal-to-spatial transformation of neuronal activities are required.
Electrical synapse is widely distributed in the neural systems in addition to chemical synapse [9] , [10] . Functional role of electrical synapse has been identified in fine motor coordination which requires temporal information processing in milliseconds scale [11] . In the present work, we try to explore possible mechanisms of electrical synapse in processing the duration content of external stimuli within millisecond scale via computational approach. We construct neural networks containing both electrical and chemical synapses, which are activated by stimuli with various durations. The computational results show that electrical synapse can substantially contribute to the temporal-to-spatial transformation of neuronal activities, and the neuronal activities in such networks can potentially represent information about stimulus durations.
II. MODELS AND METHODS

A. Model structure
Two types of computational models are constructed. One is a small-scale neural network which contains only tens of neurons. Another is a large-scale one which is more biologically realistic. We use the simple model to clarify the basic properties of neural networks with electrical synapses functioning together with chemical synapse in temporal information processing. The overall behavior is further tested in the large-scale model. The schematic structures of the smalland large-scale neural networks are illustrated in Figure 1 , A and B, respectively.
The input neuron is connected to some of the ten excitatory neurons (E) in the small-scale model ( Figure 1A ). Electrical synapses are presented among assigned neurons. The largescale neural network model contains 400 excitatory neurons and 100 inhibitory neurons ( Figure 1B ) [12] . The neural network is further divided into 100 subgroups with each subgroup consisting of 4 excitatory neurons and 1 inhibitory neuron. Excitatory and inhibitory neurons in each individual subgroup are connected recurrently. Input neuron is connected to excitatory and inhibitory neurons on a random basis. All excitatory neurons are further connected with each other probabilistically in a recurrent way, and the synaptic strengths are variables which follow normal distributions.
B. Mathematical description of neurons and synapses 1) Description of integrate-and-fire neuron:
Neurons are described in an integrate-and-fire manner (I-F neuron) [13] . Membrane potential of the input neuron (V S ), excitatory neuron (V Ex ), and inhibitory neuron (V In ) can be determined as follows:
In addition, when the membrane potential reaches a threshold (V th ), the neuron fires an action potential, and the membrane potential is immediately reset to the equilibrium potential (V eq ) after a firing lasting time (T fire ).
2) Description of synaptic current:
The chemical synapses are modeled as follows [14] , [15] :
where g ex (t) and g in (t) in eqns (2) and (3) are presented by g csyn (t) · g(t) here, with g csyn representing synaptic strength which is modified by a factor of g(t):
where
in which Θ(u) follows a step function:
The electrical synapses are described as follows:
where g esyn represents the synaptic strength [16] .
III. RESULTS
A. Performance of the small-scale neural network model
The injected current is first transformed into a spike train of the input neuron. A sustained current elicits periodic spikes from the input neuron and the duration of the spike train is determined by the stimulus duration. The input neuron is connected to four of the ten excitatory neurons in the network where three neuronal groups are electrically coupled together which contain 2, 3 and 4 neurons, respectively. Raster plots of the firing performances of the model neurons in absence and presence of electrical synapses are compared with stimulus duration being 50 ms (Fig. 2A&B ) and 100 ms (Fig. 2C&D) , respectively.
Results given in Figure 2B&D suggest that electrical synapses in a neural network can effectively transform the temporal domain spike train of the input neuron into the spatialtemporal firing pattern of a group of neurons. Each activated neuron in the group fires within a specific time window, which is determined by the configuration of the synaptic connection of the neural network. Furthermore, stimulus with longer duration can evoke spikes from more neurons and therefore the stimulus durations can be represented by the spatial and temporal structure of the sequential neuronal activities.
B. Performance of the large-scale neural network model
In real neural network, the synaptic strengths as well as the electrical coupling configuration are variable and situations are much more complex compared with our schematic small-scale model. We use a large-scale model which is more biologically realistic to further test our hypothesis.
Representative firing patterns of the large-scale model in absence and presence of electrical synapses are shown in Figure 3A and B, respectively. The stimulus duration time is 100 ms. The inset graphs represent the recruitment process of the neuronal spiking activities. It is clear that the presence of electrical synapses results in a broader temporal distribution of the sequential spike activities of the neurons, while the neuronal firing activities are limited within a narrow temporal window in the absence of electrical coupling.
The firing patterns of the large-scale model in response to stimuli with various durations are further tested. Stimuli with durations varying from 50 ms to 100 ms are applied to the network, with steps being 10 ms. Our results revealed that the model neurons fire in a sequential pattern, with more neurons being sequentially recruited in response to longer duration. The recruitment process in response to different durations is averaged based on ten independent trials and the result is shown in Figure 4A . The model can effectively represent durations in other ranges while relevant parameters are changed. These parameters include the capacitance value of the I-F neuron, the time constant for chemical synaptic strength, the synaptic strengths from input neuron to the network et al. Stimuli with durations ranging from 100 ms to 200 ms are applied to the network, in which the mean value of synaptic strength from input neuron to the neural network are changed (from 0.055 µS to 0.038 µS).The performance of the model (averaged across ten independent trials) is plotted in Figure 4B .
IV. DISCUSSION
In the present study, computational results demonstrate that electrical synapses could effectively contribute to the formation of a spatio-temporal firing pattern of neuronal ensembles while each neuron within the ensemble fires within different time windows, and the spatio-temporal pattern of the neuronal activities is capable of representing stimulus duration in the form of sequential firing activities of the spatially distributed neurons. Although specific roles of electrical synapse for temporal information processing are proposed in our model. It is necessary to mention that other factors can also contribute to this process. For example, membrane capacitance of specific neurons can be variable because of variation in surface area as well as the membrane capacitance value per unit area [17] , [18] , [19] , [20] . We suppose that these mechanisms can function in parallel to electrical synapses in influencing the sequential firing patterns of neuronal ensembles.
Neurons in the present work are modeled following the classic I-F neuron fashion without any specific properties for temporal information processing. These neurons can be tuned to response to any non-temporal properties of natural stimulus and thereby function for the corresponding behavioral tasks. For example, these neurons could be tone selective neuron which function for auditory behavior, or mechanosensory neurons which function for mechanosensation. While both electrical and chemical synapses are universal in the central nervous system, the model results suggest that both the spatial and temporal neuronal activities produced at the sensory layer of neural system could be processed together by sharing the same neural circuit. Temporal content of external stimulus could be read out from spike patterns of neuronal ensembles in the brain.
